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Whitethorn Stables
Timber Stables, Field Shelters, American Style Barns and
Court Yards

Experts in design and build of
equestrian buildings.

We create high end, top quality Timber Stables,
Field Shelters, American Style Barns and Court
Yards.
We offer our clients professional advice and
around-the-clock service.
Our equestrian buildings are hand crafted
using premium quality materials and expert
timber-frame knowledge and experience.
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Whitethorn Stables
Family Equine Company

Whitethorn Stables bring some of the best timber-framed equine buildings to the UK
and Ireland market. With uncompromising quality we can cater to any taste creating
bespoke custom built stable yards that will suit any need.
Many of our previous designs can be view on our website
www.whitethorntimberproducts.co.uk

We aim to provide a premium product for great value for money. With our timber frame
specialist knowledge and expertise, along with our love for horses, we can create the
perfect equine building to suit your needs and budget.

One to one design service
Professional Fitting service or Self Assembly
Free Quptation on all bespoke designs
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Stables
We have a wide range of stables to choose from

We design and build many stables of all different shapes and sizes. Single stalls, straight
runs, L-Shape, U - Shape and American style barns and Court yards. Can't find what
you're looking for? We can offer you a complete bespoke service at no extra cost.

We understand that choosing the
perfect stable for you and your horse
takes care and thought to get things
just right.

From our family workshop we use real
craftmanship to build the stable that
can meet your needs beautifully.
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Non-drip tin roof (peaked or lean-to)
Full set of galvanised hinges, bolts and locks
Heavy Duty Timber Frame (4" x 2")
Full ply-lined interior
Pressure treated timber
Corner capping pieces and fascia board
Guttering and downpipes
Wire-mesh protected window
12 x 12 stalls

Whitethorn Stables Specification

"Whitehorn Stables are without doubt amoung the best on the market" 
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Non-drip roof sheeting Pressure treated timber

Galvanised bolts Galvanised kick-bolts
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Anti-chew strips Full ply-lined interior

Mess protected Window
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All our stables are created with you and your horses in mind.
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You can also have...dividing grills between

each stall or half ply-lined interior

Contact us today for a free quote and design consultation







American Barns
A fantastic stable alternative
American style barns can provide a great option for internal stable stalls all under one
roof. Made from all the same pressure treated timber as our traditional stables and with
all the same hand crafted quality. This design can give your horses a little more
protection from the elements.
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Not only will your horses feel right at home all year round. American style barns will
give you that added protection against the weather as you get through the daily
horse care duties.
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American Style Barn Construction







Field Shelters
A Versatile Solution for your yard
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Field Shelters can provide such versatile solutions to many yards. They provide some
much needed protection from the weather and can also help confine horses after injury
and through recovery. They are also very useful for storage of hay and feed and
restricting grazing whenever neccessary. 





Strong, Durable and Easily relocated

Made from pressure treated timber and a heavy duty timber frame. Hand crafted to
an outstanding finish.
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Hay Barns and Feed Stores
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Our Hay Barns and Feed Stores Range.
Designed to provide a beautiful, attractive and practical building for your yard we use all
the same materials and expertise to get the best results just as we do with all our
equine buildings.

Along with a few of our stables, our hay barns and feed stores can really help complete
your stable yard.





Bespoke Design Service
1-2-1 customer service throughout.

At Whitethorn Stables we offer a complete 1-2-1 Design Service from start to finish. We
will provide you with a base plan and measurements along with a mock up visual
illustration and detailed specification.

Our dedicated design service comes at no extra cost. Our aim is to simply ensure we
provide you with the best option of equine building for you and your horses.
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Tin claddding exterior for DIY install
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A complete maintenance free design. This design was thought of to help address
specific planning requirements required for a clients site.

The outcome has a fantastic look and will certainly stand the test of time.



We can provide floor plans for any size and style of
equine building.

This can ensure everything is exactly right for install and help maintain a
speedy build with absolute minimum fuss.
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Stable Range Comparisons

4 x 2 timber frame
19mm weatherboard
Pressure treated Tanalith E
Full lined interior 18mm OSB
Peaked (Apex) roof
Non- drip PVc Coated tin
Barge Flashings
Guttering
Mess protected window
Anti-chew strips (full set)
Top and Bottom hung doors

High end, full specification
4 x 2 timber frame
14mm weatherboard
Pressure treated Tanalith E
Full lined interior 18mm OSB
Lean-to (Mono) roof
Non- drip PVc Coated tin
Anti-chew strips (top of door)
Bottom hung doors

Budget Range, full specification
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Contact and Delivery
Whitethorn Stables

David 07706807482
Richard 07866792688
info@whitethorntimbreproducts.co.uk

88 Ballyhosset Road, Downpatrick
Co. Down, N. Ireland
BT30 7ET

Delivery, Ireland & UK 

time frames within 4-6 weeks
Mechanical off lifting is required
Clear access is required

Delivery can be completed by our
logistics partners with costs depending
on location.

Please note any delays to off loading are
chanrged to the customer
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Frequently Asked Questions
Are products available for collection?
All our products are available for collection and will come complete with installation
instructions

Do equine buildings require planning permission?
It is always recommended to check with your Specific Planning Office as permitted
development allowances can vary throughout different areas.

Can your buildings be installed by only one person?
Depending on the size of building ordered, it is recommended that a minimum of 2
people are required to carry out the installation safely. Any buildings over that of the
size of a double stable should use a minimum of 3 persons.

Can delivery be made to curbside?
Curbside delivery is not permitted. At least 1 person over the age of 18 should be
present to receive the delivery and be capable, competent and autherised to operate
neccessary mechanical off loading vehicles.

If you have any other questions or concerns please do not hestitate to call.
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Whitethorn Stables

David 07706807482
Richard 07866792688
info@whitethorntimbreproducts.co.uk

88 Ballyhosset Road, Downpatrick
Co. Down, N. Ireland
BT30 7ET

www.whitethorntimberproducts.co.uk
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